trailertrak
Telematics Solution
Manage your underutilized or misplaced trailers
and keep your profits moving forward.
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Consider the Answers to These Important Questions:


Do you know where all your trailers are right now?



If one of your trailers was lost or stolen, do you have the tracking technology
to locate it instantly online?



Are your trailers being fully utilized in a way that maximizes your profits?

trailertrakpro from Celtrak can boost trailer utilization within just 30 days!

What You Don’t Know Can Hurt You

Problem #1: Underutilized Trailers
The reality: In the U.S., trailers are 36 percent underutilized.

What causes it?
n

n

n

You don’t know the location of all
your trailers
Your company uses a manual system to
manage assets, so location/usage data may
take a long time to reach you

(Source: EDF + Business)

What is the result?
n

n

Untethered trailers aren’t being used
for deliveries, but still require care and
maintenance
Trailers that aren’t moving aren’t
making money

You ordered extra trailers to help your team
meet shipping deadlines, so now there are
extra trailers just sitting in the yard
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Problem #2: Misplaced Trailers
The reality: Today, based on market experience, the percentage of lost or misplaced
trailers may be as high as 10 percent.

What causes it?
n

n

n

What is the result?

Communication breakdown with the driver
Trailer was abandoned by a driver who got a
better offer from another trucking company

n

Misplaced trailers aren’t
making money

Trailer was stolen

How the Technology Fleet Managers Already Have May Help Them
Chances are your company is already using GPS-based telematics technology to track your trucks—improving fuel
utilization and driver efficiency. But what you may not realize is that the same telematics technology can simply be
extended to your dry trailer inventory. And with great results!

SOLUTION: Celtrak’s trailertrakpro Telematics System
trailertrakpro is a GPS-based monitoring device that fits inside each trailer. At
preprogrammed intervals, the device sends trailer status information to a central
database that fleet managers access using Celtrak’s easy-to-use fleetwatch software.
For added convenience, customers already using Thermo King’s TracKing™ website to track trucks and refrigerated
trailers can access their trailertrak-monitored dry trailers on the same website.
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Two Models Available:
trailertraklite
n

n

n

n

n

n

Ruggedized device designed for harsh environments
Powered by a non-rechargeable battery that lasts three to
five years
Reports trailer’s location once or twice a day, which is ideal
for optimizing utilization and locating lost or stolen trailers
Superior internal antennas for both cellular and GPS eliminate the need for wired antennas and make
the solution mountable virtually anywhere in the vehicle for easy, wire-free installations
Leverages Celtrak’s industry-leading, over-the-air device management and maintenance system;
all configuration parameters can be updated over the air
Collects and reports the following data:
• Trailer speed, location and time of day
• Utilization details, including when trailers are moving or inactive

trailertrakpro
n

n

n

Powered by a rechargeable battery that charges when the trailer is coupled to a vehicle
Fully programmable device can be configured to report data at short
intervals when it is coupled or longer intervals when it is uncoupled

trailertrakpro
installed on
a trailer

Collects and reports the following data (real time or historical):
• Trailer speed, location and time of day
• Utilization details, including when trailers are moving or inactive
• Mileage tracking for scheduling regular trailer maintenance

• Geofencing to define boundaries around specific areas that trigger automatic notifications when
		 trailers enter or leave the areas, eliminating unauthorized trailer movements
• Coupling detection so you know exactly when the trailer is in operation
n

Use Celtrak’s Google mapping interface to visually replay the actual
route traveled by the trailer

n

Use Celtrak’s real-time location smartphone app for up-to-date
trailer status/location information
Trip replay display
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Benefits of Coupling Detection
Coupling detection enables you to be notified when a trailer has been uncoupled during a time that it should be
coupled for a scheduled delivery. Within minutes, you can contact the driver responsible for the trailer and initiate
the recovery process. When transporting high-value loads, reporting coupling data every few minutes helps ensure
shipment security and rapid load recovery in the event of a theft.

How trailertrak Boosts Fleet Performance
n

Dramatically improves fleet visibility by keeping you aware of each trailer’s location

n

Boosts the utilization of the trailer fleet within just 30 days of implementation, reducing trailer downtime

n

Helps you improve and maintain high cargo safety standards

n

Helps you plan deliveries and notify customers of arrival times

n

Maximizes your chances of recovering lost or stolen trailers undamaged with their cargo intact

n

Reports exactly how long trailers are held at customer warehouses, so you can use that information to get
higher priority during loading/unloading or negotiate higher prices for deliveries

Competitive Advantages
n

n

n

n

Celtrak is one of only a few telematics companies to offer coupling detection technology
While many telematics companies provide sales and service over the phone with a “sell and forget mentality,”
Celtrak makes personal visits to demo/sell products and provides follow-up support
Exclusive partnership with Thermo King refrigerated systems, so that customers already using Thermo King’s
TracKing website to track trucks and refrigerated trailers can access their trailertrak-monitored dry trailers on
the same website
Since Celtrak owns the entire telematics solution ecosystem, including the monitoring device, data system
and online portal, the technology is constantly evolving and easy to manage
• Celtrak regularly adds new features and functions to the products

• While most competitors use third-party cloud services, Celtrak operates its own private cloud that
		 runs on data centers that are owned and managed by Celtrak. Therefore, there is no chance of
		 sensitive data being compromised.
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The Financials: Connecting the Fleet’s Performance to ROI
n

Many companies experience a 10-fold return on investment (ROI) within one year of installation

n

Some insurance companies allow a 10 to 15 percent discount on asset coverage if a
telematics system is implemented

n

When you achieve the ideal asset balance within your fleet, you are not depleting your
budget by purchasing and maintaining extra trailers that are unnecessary

n

As you improve the efficiency of your deliveries and client communications, your customers
are more likely to renew their contracts—increasing future business opportunities

Proven Performance that Delivers
Celtrak is a global leader in telematics technology, serving customers in more than 30 countries.
n

n

n

Celtrak delivers award-winning, personalized customer service
Celtrak troubleshooting experts have direct access to the online system to address specific
problems or questions from customers
Celtrak R&D teams offer custom design services for developing tailored telematics solutions

Ready for a Celtrak product demo?
Call Celtrak today at 630-445-2046 to schedule a trailertrak demo.
Get your trailers—and your profits—moving in the right direction!

For more information,
contact your local
Thermo King dealer:
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